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Cell proliferation can be monitored by a wide range of 
well-established techniques. Most of the principles used 
rely on optical, single end-point methods, often involving 
the use of absorbent, fluorescent or luminescent com-
pounds. These additives can interfere with the cell 
growth, thus producing distorted results. Electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy provides a solution for this 
problem and enables continuous monitoring without in-
terference. However equipment for this measurement 

technique is often bulky, highly expensive and lacks mul-
tichannel features. This paper presents a low-cost, com-
pact hardware platform optimized for proliferation meas-
urements, together with custom software to ease interpre-
tation and physical modelling of data. Performance is 
demonstrated and measurement parameters are fine-tuned 
for three commonly used cell types in proliferation 
measurements.
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1 Introduction Common day proliferation tests are most-
ly optical single end-point techniques [1, 2]. The use of ab-
sorbance, fluorescence or luminescence compounds neces-
sary for these methods can severely interfere with the cell 
growth, which can affect the monitoring [3, 4]. Electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy can provide an outcome 
for this problem. This label-free, non-invasive technique 
enables continuous monitoring of distinct behavior associ-
ated with the cell cycle. Previous examples include prolif-
eration measurements on lymphocytes and leukemia cells 
[5, 6] and ex vivo monitoring of cancer cell behavior [7]. 
Furthermore, this technique can be used in the readout of 
living cell based biosensors [8] and has possible applica-
tions in the detection of cancer cells [9, 10]. 
Impedance spectroscopy allows for analysis of materials in 
an A.C. circuit by monitoring the complex ratio of the 
voltage to the current at different frequencies. This allows 
the interpretation of a biochemical system by means of 
equivalent electrical components [11, 12]. Biological cells 

have a highly resistive membrane; thus when using a low 
measurement voltage the electric field will not go through 
the cell but will be disrupted.  When measuring cells in a 
conductive fluid this results in a disturbance in the electric 
field and a resulting impedance change [13]. Since an in-
crease or decrease in the surface coverage in a certain well 
will result in a change in conductivity at a certain excita-
tion frequency it is possible to monitor cell proliferation by 
evaluating the impedimetric response. These measure-
ments are often performed with specialized equipment. 
However, the basic measurement principles differ only 
slightly from general-purpose impedance spectroscopy 
units. This article discusses the steps necessary to make 
generally applicable impedance spectroscopy devices suit-
able for these measurements. First a miniature multiplexer 
is developed in which commercially available well plates, 
commonly used for proliferation measurements, can be 
mounted. Crucial excitation signal parameters are fine-
tuned to give a maximized, accurate response for three 
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specific cell types: Human embryonic kidney (HEK), Chi-
nese hamster ovary (CHO), and microglial BV2 cells. 
These all have in common that they are easy to grow in vi-
tro and can be used in various research applications [14, 
15]. Furthermore, physical properties of wells containing 
different cell types are characterized by equivalent circuit 
modeling. Time resolved measurements are used for the 
analysis of the electrode coverage which can serve as an 
indication of cell dynamics. All data analysis is performed 
with custom software.  

2 Materials and methods 
2.1 Impedance spectroscopy Previous research re-
sulted in the development of a miniaturized eight-channel 
impedance analyzer [16], which is used as a starting point 
for the proliferation measurements. This eight-channel de-
vice is fine-tuned for biosensor measurements and is capa-
ble of measuring impedance from 10 Ω to 5 MΩ in a fre-
quency range from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. However, when 
working with living cells several additional design factors 
come into play.  
In order to rule out any influence of the excitation signal 
on the cells, the excitation voltages should be carefully 
chosen. Typical resting potentials of animal cells lay 
around 70 mV D.C. with the interior of the cell being nega-
tively polarized with respect to the environment. When this 
voltage change reaches a threshold voltage, i.e. becomes 
less negative, it may trigger ion channels resulting in the 
release of certain ions [17]. These ions will thus enter the 
medium during measurements, altering the conductivity 
and the measured impedance. Furthermore, the release of 
these Ca2+, Cl- and K+ ions can have a significant influence 
on the cell proliferation itself [18, 19]. To prevent these ion 
releases from occurring, the excitation voltage of the de-
vice was set to 50 mV peak to peak by adapting the ampli-
fier stage of the impedance setup. Any unwanted DC volt-
ages present in the measurement range are decoupled by 
means of capacitors connected to the output of the imped-
ance analyzer [16]. 
Commercially available devices for impedimetric prolif-
eration measurements operate only at fixed frequencies, 
typically in the 10 kHz–100 kHz range [20-22]. Since dif-
ferent cell types have different sizes and shapes the choice 
was made to sweep a broader spectrum so ideal measure-
ment frequencies could be determined for each of the three 
cell types. To minimize cell excitation the measurement in-
terval was set to 20 minutes with a single frequency sweep 
taking less than 5 seconds. Cell behavior can however also 
be influenced by low-frequency signals, as reported in [23]. 
Therefore, initially a frequency spectrum from 100 Hz to 
100 kHz was chosen. This spectrum is used to determine 
several physical properties of the cell types. 
 
 

 
Figure 1 The impedimetric measurement setup, showing on the 
left side the 96 well plate on top of the multiplexer and on the 
right the miniature impedance analyser with built in calibration 
system. 
 
2.2 Miniature multiplexer Cell proliferation measure-
ments are commonly performed in microwell plates with 
standardized dimensions. In order to perform electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy, electrodes need to be 
present inside each well. A Roche E-Plate with interdigi-
tated gold electrodes was chosen for this purpose [24]. 
These E-plates consist of six glass substrates with 16 inter-
digitated structures each, fixed at the bottom. Each struc-
ture has an outer dimension of 6.94 mm2 with 80 µm finger 
electrodes. To connect the impedance analyzer with the 
well plate and to switch between wells, a 96-channel mul-
tiplexer was developed. This device together with the 
miniature impedance analyser can be seen in Fig. 1. The 
design is focused on low internal losses and uses matched 
lines between individual channels. The compact size of the 
setup allows easy placement inside incubation ovens. It is 
possible, for high-throughput measurements to connect up 
to 8 multiplexers to 1 impedance analyser and perform a 
quasi-simultaneous measurement on 768 wells. 
The electrical connection with these electrodes is made by 
means of spring contacts (Interconnect Devices Inc., UK). 
Channel switching to the different wells is done with min-
iature relays (Omron, UK) to keep the total size of the de-
vice as small as possible. These relays are controlled by 
Texas Instruments PCA9535 I2C I/O expanders [25]. This 
allows for control of the relays and thus well selection by 
means of a single I2C bus. This bus protocol is interfaced 
directly to the impedance analyser discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph. A single USB-port controller is used to 
control the miniature impedance analyser and multiplexer. 
This USB-port also provides power to the system, avoiding 
the need for any external power supply units. Measure-
ments are performed by continuous switching between the 
user-selectable wells of the multiplexer unit. To avoid in-
terference between these wells a switching delay of 100 ms 
was implemented. 
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2.3 Data modeling  Using Electrochemical Impedance 
Spectroscopy (EIS) to evaluate cell proliferation not only 
yields information on differences in the cell quantities in-
side a well. Using the right modelling tools it is even pos-
sible to evaluate the growth, the cell migration and changes 
in the interaction between the medium and the electrode 
surface. Custom software was developed to meet this de-
mand. This software can generate Bode- and Nyquist plots, 
which are useful to select the optimal measurement fre-
quency for the evaluation of cell proliferation. It is also 
possible to monitor this frequency over time. This is an es-
sential tool in the examination of cell proliferation since 
changes in cell morphology could occur over time. The 
software also allows for a more in-depth analysis, using a 
fit on the time data to determine growth parameters such as 
the growth speed. A last functionality is added to find the 
equivalent electrical circuit parameters and to monitor their 
changes over time. A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [26] 
is used on the real part of the impedance to calculate the 
values of the components. The starting values for the algo-
rithm are calculated based on the measurement data. 
 
2.4 Cell cultures Murine derived BV-2 cells, CHO cells 
and HEK293T cells were cultured in culture flasks (NUNC, 
Roskilde, Denmark) with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s 
Medium (DMEM), L-glutamine and high glucose  (4500 
mg/ml) without pyruvate (Invitrogen, Merelbeke, Belgium) 
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and 100 
U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (1% P/S). The 
cells were incubated in a humidified incubator  (5% CO2) 
at 37°C. After loosening the cells mechanically, the result-
ing cell suspension was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 800 
rpm with a Jouan B3.11 (Thermo electron corporation, 
Waltham, MA, USA) and the cell pellet was re-suspended 
in fresh cell growth medium (DMEM). Subsequently, cells 
were seeded on a Roche E-Plate 96 for quantification of 
cell proliferation. 

3 Results and discussion The E-Plate has a different 
base impedance for each row and a small deviation be-
tween wells on the same row due to differing lengths of the 
leads running to the well. It is therefore important to scale 
the measurements to make a precise comparison between 
the different concentrations of cells. The measured resistiv-
ity of these leads is either 35 Ω, 55 Ω, 80 Ω or 105 Ω, with 
± 5 Ω accuracy, depending on the placement of the well. 
This is consistent with data provided by the manufacturer 
[20]. These offset values are taken into account for each 
discussed measurement. 

3.1 Impedance spectrum Bode plots were generated to 
gain insight in the behaviour of each of the three analysed 
cell types. An amount of 30000 cells/well of respectively 
BV2, HEK and CHO cells was seeded with 100 µl of 
DMEM medium into the wells. To rule out resistivity dif-
ference between measurements the DMEM medium was 
identical for all measurements discussed in this work. Fig-
ure  2 shows the initial  Bode plots  after  a  stabilization 

Figure 2 Bode plots for an amount of 30000 BV2, HEK and 
CHO cells after stabilisation at the start of the time measurement. 
 
period of 20 minutes. In the low frequency range, 100 Hz 
to 10 kHz, the impedance drops for the three cell types un-
der study. This corresponds to the typical phase shift of ca-
pacitive components. At higher frequencies the phase goes 
towards zero which makes it possible to distinguish indi-
vidual components with the developed software. In the 
high frequency region of the Bode plot a differentiation in 
the impedance magnitude between the 3 cell types can be 
made due to differences in the surface coverage. When 
measuring an equal amount of CHO (15 µm), HEK (13 
µm), and BV2 cells (8 µm) the CHO cells will, because of 
a larger double layer interaction caused by a higher surface 
coverage, show a higher impedance.    
An equivalent electrical circuit for a well plate with cell 
growth on top of the electrodes can be found in Fig. 3. The 
electrodes and the liquid commonly behave like pure resis-
tors, as do present connectors and wires leading to the elec-
trochemical cell. These are all summed together in the se-
rial resistor RS. In electrochemical systems a parallel cir-
cuit consisting of the double-layer capacitance Qdl and re-
sistance Rdl can be seen at the interface between a solid 
material and conducting liquid [27]. The electrical equiva-
lent circuit of a living cell can also be reduced to a parallel 
QC-RC circuit. The influence of the cell resistance RC and 
the cell capacitance QC cannot, due to the limited fre-
quency window (100 Hz to 100 kHz), be discerned from  
Fig. 3 and can thus be neglected in the equivalent circuit 
model. The remaining parallel R-RQ circuit is usually re-
ferred to as a Randles circuits [28]. Due to the compact 
size of the multiplexer on which the well plates are placed, 
the effect of lead and connector resistances can also be ig-
nored. It can thus be concluded that the changes in magni-
tude of the impedance measured in Fig. 2 is primarily  
related to double layer (Rdl) and liquid resistivity (RL).  
The Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm, discussed  
in the previous section, uses this reduced circuit of Fig. 3 
(R-RQ) to calculate the equivalent measurement model. 
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Figure 3 Schematic side view of a measurement well together 
with the electric equivalent circuits for wells populated by the 
three cell types. 

 

 
Figure 4 Average of 8 measurements of the maximum impedi-
metric response over 100 h versus frequency. 
 
For the frequency window starting at 100 to 1000 Hz 
Eq. (1) can be deducted to calculate the real and the imagi-
nary part of the impedance.The starting values for the algo-
rithm are determined from the measurement data. As the 
influence of the parallel circuit of the double-layer is neg-
ligible at higher frequencies Rs is calculated at the point 
where the phase approximates zero. When in a parallel cir-
cuit the magnitude value of a component is more than 1000 
larger than the other it can be discerned from calculation. 
At lower frequencies, the impedance of Qdl is much larger 
compared to the double layer resistance (Rdl). The software 
uses the highest impedance at the start of the measurement 
minus the estimated value for Rs as initialization value for 
Rc. 
 
3.2 Ideal excitation frequency As was shown in the 
previous paragraph, there is a difference in the impedance 
magnitude of the cells in the high-frequency region. This 
change can be an indicator for the size of the cells present 
in the well. 
 

 
Equation (1) Calculation of the Re and Im part of the im-
pedance with Rs the serial resistance, Rc cell resistance and 
Qc cell capacitance. 
 
Although it is possible to monitor the electrode coverage 
by exciting the wells with the whole frequency range, a 
single ideal excitation frequency can be determined to 
achieve the most distinct results and the most accurate 
monitoring of proliferation. To determine this ideal work-
ing frequency, the maximal impedimetric response was re-
corded for each measured frequency for the three cell types. 
An amount of 30000 cells/well of respectively BV2, HEK 
and CHO cells was measured twice in quadruplets for 100 
hours. Figure 4 shows the maximal response between 1 
kHz and 100 kHz during the measurement time. The BV2 
and HEK cells will reach a maximmum at 20 kHz, while 
the highest response for the CHO cells is at 15 kHz. This is 
likely due to the higher impedance of the CHO cells. Most 
commercially available equipment will only evaluate a few 
frequencies between 10 and 100 kHz and take the average 
impedance change over this range and will thus have a re-
duced sensitivity for cell changes. This shows the advan-
tage of performing a frequency sweep where the ideal fre-
quency can be found and the detection limit can be opti-
mized. 

 
3.3 Proliferation monitoring To illustrate the practical 
usability of this impedimetric measurement technique, dif-
ferent amounts of BV2, HEK and CHO cells were con-
tinuously monitored over a time interval of 100 hours. 
Amounts of 1000, 3000, 6000, 10000 and 30000 BV2, 
HEK and CHO cells/well were seeded, together with refer-
ence channels only containing culture medium. These ref-
erence channel are used to rule out external effects, e.g. 
temperature fluctuations, which would affect the absolute 
impedance values [29]. The average impedance of the 
wells versus the measurement time is given in Fig. 5. The 
measured impedance of the reference channel is subtracted 
from all channels. Measurements were performed at an ex-
citation frequency of 20 kHz for BV2 and HEK cells and 
15 kHz for CHO cells, as was determined in the previous 
paragraph. Since the measured impedance is related to 
electrode-cell interaction, one can see the evolution of 
population size for each concentration of seeded cells. 
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Figure 5 Impedimetric monitoring of the cell proliferation for 
different concentrations of  BV2 (a), HEK (b) and CHO (c). 
 
The impedance change over time progresses differently for 
each cell type. The evolution and magnitude of this change 
depends on two factors,  the size of the cells and their dou-
bling time. BV2 doubles in approximately 15 h while HEK 
(24 h) and CHO (14-17 h) need more time to grow [30]. 
The monitoring of this dynamic evolution of growth can be 
advantageous for e.g. drug tests. For drug testing purposes 
classical end point methods, for example an absorption test 
[31] or an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
only yields static data [32]. This cannot give a clear indica-

tion of the number of cells present in the setup. In such 
tests, EIS can be used to get an indication of the number of 
available cells, the cell type and the growth stage.  
Since the starting impedance of the interdigitated structures 
at the wells can be determined, it is possible to have an in-
dication of the number of cells present. When knowing the 
cell line, the magnitude of the impedance change and the 
measurement duration the graphs can be used to get an in-
dication of the number of cells at the start of the measure-
ment. If the doubling time of the cells in the specific me-
dium is known and the start value would be multiplied 
with this factor a rough estimate for the number of cells 
present in the well can be found. 
If on the other hand only the measurement time and the 
starting amount of cells is known, the evolution of the 
graphs can also be used to determine the cell type under 
test. For these purpose it is evident that a gross number of 
cells needs to be quantified with this technique in order to 
find the right growth curve. The three discussed types all 
have different growth curves, which are reconfirmed over 
multiple measurements at different times and at different 
locations on the well plate, which show distinct differences 
during the measurement time. For example in Fig. 5(a), a 
drop in impedance is noticed on all wells containing a 
population of BV2 cells. This drop during the stabilization 
phase is most likely due to nesting of the cells on the elec-
trodes. After this stabilization, an increasing impedance is 
observed on the wells containing the relatively high 
amount of 30000 cells. The wells containing lower 
amounts need more time to start their growth phase. The 
impedance reaches a distinct maximum after a certain time 
interval, when the maximum measurable population size is 
reached. After this maximum, impedance decreases almost 
exponentially and the medium changes from the normal 
pink to a darker yellow colour. This is most likely caused 
by cell death which can be initiated by, among others, ne-
crosis, apoptosis, or autophagy. Further research is needed 
to make a decisive conclusion. Figure 6 shows pictures 
taken with the Zeiss Axiovert 100 to verify these findings. 
Figure 6(a) shows the 30000 BV2 cells directly after seed-
ing. The cells are spread all across the surface of the well 
and there is a large distance between individual cells. 30 h 
later, in Fig. 6(b) the cells have already more than doubled 
their numbers and the cells are still growing. Figure 6(c) 
shows the start of the cell death stage. In the centre of the 
cells little black dots start to occur which indicates cell 
death.   The HEK cells in Fig. 5(b) exhibit a similar behav-
iour as the BV2 cells, though these cells reach a maximum 
measurable population earlier, which results in a steeper 
rise time. The maximum CHO population is reached after a 
similar time as the BV2 population, this population size is 
maintained much longer. 
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Table 1 Values for the equivalent circuit at the start, end and 
maximum of the impedance measurement for the 3 cell types  

 

 
Converting the measured impedance and phase to the equiva-
lent circuit discussed in the previous chapter could, since 
the measured difference is caused by an increase or de-
crease in electrode coverage, yield some more insights in 
the cell evolution. Table 1 presents the values for this con-
version using Eq. (1) at the start, maximum value and end 
of the measurement for an amount of 30.000 cells. A rela-
tively small change, 17 to 43 Ω could be seen in the series 
resistor of the three types of investigated cells. The double 
layer components, on the other hand, change more spec-
tacular. The constant phase element value drops, for all 
cells, to approximately 0.5 µF. However, the parallel resis-
tance of the different cells changes more diverse.  
When the types of cells, the amount and measurement time 
are known than the state of the cells can be deduced from 
the graphs. This can be of interested for drug research, 
since some drugs might have a bigger impact at a different 
stage of cell growth. 

 
4 Conclusions A novel hardware setup, consisting of a 
miniature impedance analyser and a 96-channel multi-
plexer is presented. Specific design aspects, such as the 
measurement voltage and frequencies were taken into ac-
count to allow non-invasive measurements on several types 

of biological cells. Custom software was implemented to 
facilitate data processing when continuously monitoring 
proliferation. The first measurements show the ability to 
measure impedance changes due to cell-electrode interac-
tion for three commonly used cell types. The change was 
type specific which could indicate that, when working with 
a known amount of cells, the impedance can be used to 
give information on the diameter and thus the type of the 
cell.  
In comparison to commercially available measurement 
setups it is possible to measure up to 768 wells quasi-
simultaneously, which makes the setup perfectly suited for 
high throughput measurements. Since the device can 
measure a large frequency spectrum it was possible to de-
termine ideal excitation frequencies for the different cell 
types.  These frequencies where used for the continuous 
monitoring of the cells. Measurements showed that the 
proliferation process was visible in the impedimetric re-
sponse and that each cell type has it is own growth dynam-
ics.  These could be used to get an indication of the number 
of available cells, the cell type and the growth stage. The 
measurements also show that a larger starting concentra-
tion of cells reaches its maximum impedance, thus maxi-
mum measurable population before depletion of the me-
dium, much faster than lower concentrations. Furthermore, 
the distinct differences in growth rate between the specific 
cell types can easily be monitored. When using these cell 
lines in research the growth rates and times have to be tak-
en into account. 
Impedance spectroscopy is a promising technique in cell 
proliferation measurements, as it allows for continuous 
monitoring of population sizes. This non-invasive tech-
nique will most likely be applied in, amongst others, the 
testing cell population response to different compounds in 
biomedical, pharmaceutical, and toxicological applications. 
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  Rs (Ω) Rdl (Ω) 
Qdl 
(µF) 

n 
 

R² 
 

T0 103 53911 13.12 0.42 1

Tmax 165 362899 0.67 0.64 0.99

CHO T100 165 286791 0.,56 0.68 0.99

T0 43 51726,4 15.3 0.45 0.97

Tmax 79 71834 18.8 0.44 0.99

HEK T100 66 115398 0.68 0.73 1

T0 63 66427 10.8 0.43 0.99

Tmax 76 79500 22.9 0.31 0.98

BV2 T100 70 108049 0.65 0.74 1

Figure 6 Evolution of  BV2 cell growth at 0 h, 30 h and 60 h.  
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